Best mustang color

We are the oldest and largest V6 Mustang forum on the internet. If you have any questions
about your V6 Mustang or just want to connect with other V6 Mustang owners around the world,
you have found the best place on the internet to do that. Registering is free and easy! Hope to
see you on the forums soon! Forums New posts Search forums. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Best color mustang? Thread starter toast Start date Jun 25, In your opinion, whats the
best overall color on a mustang? For example, a color that shows well waxed, doesnt get dirty
looking too fast, goes well with most rims, etc. Try and give a reason why your like it as well.
Dennis Well-Known Member. Cherry red. There's no other color that says "mustang" more than
cherry red. I think a black car looks the best when it's clean and shiney, but the best color
Mustang is red. Mormonstang Oh herrow! Dennis said:. Doo Doo Brown. On a black car you
cant see the lines of the car where the door ends etc. Everything blends in great. When its
waxed and shiney its like a rolling mirror. At night with black bullitts on a black car, all you see
is 4 rolling chrome circles of the rims. Whitepony03 New Member. Whitepony03 said:. I like
Torch Red Mach 1 red when it comes to stock. A nicely modded white stang is one of my
favourite as well though. It never looks dirty it is amazing waxed up it looks cherry red and at
night it almost looks orange. I love it i wouldnt buy another mustang any other color. But sonic
blue is sweet too. Yer right about that, black is. Timmy New Member. I dont like black anymore.
CrazyStang KEvin. Torch Red. I just know how easy it is to keep clean. Rhino Registered
Psycho. Rio red is my favorite. It really shows off the lines of the car and looks good with
almost any wheel combo. Black is my second choice but it is hard to keep clean. StealthCobra
Fuel Slut. Im going to have to go with Black or Sonic Blue. Stang LI Stanger. You must log in or
register to reply here. Similar threads J. Juls Aug 14, V6 Mustang Tech. Replies 14 Views 4K.
Sep 5, Juls. Replies 0 Views 2K. Sep 16, 08'MustangDude. Replies 27 Views 3K. Oct 12,
billegoat. Replies 2 Views Jul 24, Arthur. About the Mustang v6 modifications. Aldhissla Mar 4,
V6 Mustang Tech. Replies 3 Views Mar 11, Serpent. Welcome To V6Mustang. Have you ever
wondered which color Ford Mustang has been the most popular over the years? Many
enthusiasts want to know not only which colors have been available since the car was
introduced in but also which are the most collectible and popular. For the Mustang's 50th
anniversary in , Ford Motor Company shed some light on the subject of historical color
popularity with a chart called "A Horse of a Different Color. That said, Ford's chart shows that
shades of blue were the most popular colors in the s. In , Ford made nine different shades of
blue available to buyers. By the following year, 30 percent of Mustangs sold had a blue exterior.
Within the next five years, Ford would put out another 10 different shades, all with such catchy
names as Kona, Acapulco, and Arcadian. In addition, quite a few special-edition colors have
been offered over the years. Then there were the almost neon-bright "Grabber" colors, which
came in green, lime, blue, yellow, and orange. In another example, the special-edition Boss
Mustang was offered with a School Bus Yellow exterior. No doubt, Mustang owners are
passionate about the color of their ride. Founded in , the registry has more than 9, members and
9, registered vehicles worldwide and has hosted more than 60 events since its founding. The
yellow Mustangs in the registry range from early Springtime Yellow, offered â€”66, to Zinc
Yellow, introduced in Steve Schattem, the club's president and founder, started the club in as a
counterpoint to the "sea of yellow" that he says he spotted at the Carlisle Ford Nationals that
same year. While red remained the color of choice for buyers for many decades, that changed
with the introduction of the 5th generation Mustangs in the early s. Today, buyers prefer their
Mustangs to be painted black. As for white, while that is the most popular colored car sold in
the United States today, only 10 percent of Mustangs are sold in that color. Jonathan Lamas.
Jonathan Lamas is a seasoned automotive journalist. Updated November 19, Black is the
current favorite, up 10 percent over the last decade to account for 28 percent of all Mustangs
sold. Ford notes that Mustang bucks an industry trend, since the best-selling vehicle color in
the U. Just 10 percent of Mustangs sold today are white. The automaker explains that buying a
Mustang is often an emotional purchase that reveals a lot about the buyer's personality. Blue
has made a comeback recently, after dominating the early years of Mustang, reaching a peak of
30 percent of all cars in when six different shades were offered, the company said. A look back
at the Mustang color choices show it was offered in just about every shade, from "Playboy
Pink" to "Mystichrome. Edmunds says: It wouldn't be surprising to see the Mustang offered in
some retro colors, but don't expect a return to "Playboy Pink. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. October 23rd, Just the Facts: Ford hasn't released the color palette
for the upcoming Ford Mustang, but it is offering a retrospective on the top Mustang colors of

the last 50 years. Red is the top seller overall, adorning about 21 percent of all Mustangs.
Featured Content. Photo Sponsored By. See if you got a good price. Other research topics.
Most popular vehicles. See more. Sign Up. Many people probably have strong opinions about
which Ford Mustang is the best, but what about the colors they came in? Ford has compiled a
list of the most popular Mustang colors from the last five decades. No, mauve isn't one of them.
About 21 percent of all Mustangs were sold with red paint, making it the most popular color
ever. About 10 percent of Mustangs sold in were red, and that figure has risen to 22 percent
over the past decade. Blue--a very appropriate choice for a Ford--is another common Mustang
color. Ford says 30 percent of Mustangs sold in were blue, as were about 23 percent of cars
sold more recently. Overall, 17 percent of Mustangs ever sold left the factory with blue paint. In
third and fourth place are silver 14 percent and white 13 percent , respectively. While white is
the most popular new-car color in the United States, only 10 percent of new Mustangs sold wear
that hue, Ford says. Black has accounted for 12 percent of Mustangs sold over the last 50 years.
According to Ford, it's currently the most popular Mustang color. Other colors, such as green
10 percent , brown seven percent , and yellow six percent that were popular in the s and '70s
have since lost their appeal. When choosing the Mustang's color palette, Ford has occasionally
strayed from the obvious. Not surprisingly, none of these colors caught on. We wonder what's
in store for the Ford Mustang Sign up to get the latest performance and luxury automotive
news, delivered to your inbox daily! I agree to receive emails from Motor Authority. I understand
that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Ford Mustang colors throughout the years.
Contribute: Send us a tip Contact the editor. Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Used Ford
Mustang. Jay Leno explains why the Pontiac Firebird is an overlooked gem. Stephen Edelstein Contributing Writer. Watch the Porsche GT3 lap the 'Ring in under 7 minutes. Viknesh
Vijayenthiran - Editor. Stellantis has disbanded the SRT engineering team. Joel Feder Interactive Content Manager. Should the C8 Chevrolet Corvette look more like a Corvette?
Sebastian Vettel sells Ferrari collection ahead of new season at Aston Martin. Is Rolls-Royce
reviving another name from its past? Motor Authority Newsletter Sign up to get the latest
performance and luxury automotive news, delivered to your inbox daily! Sign Up Today! Follow
Us on Instagram motorauthority. Car Tech Features View All. Chicago Detroit. Frankfurt Geneva.
Los Angeles New York. Motor Authority Newsletter. I like bright red with white racing stripes, to
me that is a classic combination. Another one that's pretty cool looking is silver with bright blue
racing stripes. Some two-tone multicolor paint always looks the best, but if you dont feel liek
spenden that much, i like red and black together on a car :. It don't matter what colour the car is,
it'll spend most of it's life in the garage being repaired anyway. Therefore you should ask your
mechanic which combination he prefers. He'll be the one that sees it the most. Trending News.
For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex
assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over
vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama,
Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. How do you think about the answers? You
can sign in to vote the answer. Silver with flat black stripes. MKenzi C. Purple with pink stripes.
Show more answers 2. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Check out all of
the newest Mustang color options, paint codes, and details for the new S We take a look at what
colors are offered on the standard Mustangs and Shelby GTs. Going into , there are some great
new additions being added to the Ford Mustang lineup. The GT is going to be one of the most
anticipated additions, bringing with it a few new colors for Mustangs. Here are all of the exciting
colors that will be hitting the new S models. Ford wanted to create something out of the
ordinary, describing the Lime Green as "modern, dynamic pigments and bold new energy". With
the rumors going around that Ingot Silver will not be making a return, those who loved the color
can rejoice over the new Iconic Silver that has been teased on the GT You can't have a Mustang
without the iconic red color. After all, when it comes to the history of the Mustang, no color has
been more popular than red. Rapid Red Metallic seems to be a perfect mix of Race Red and
Ruby Red that allows for great variance in color depending on the how much sunlight it is in.
When it comes to orange Mustang colors , you usually have a nice cult following for each
different color. To shake things up for the Mustang, Ford has introduced a new Mustang orange
paint that they have named Twister Orange. Twister Orange is another GT color that is being
rumored to carry over to standard Mustangs. From what we can tell, it seems to be a bit deeper
than Competition Orange which contrasts perfectly with all of the black accent pieces on the S
Of course, Ford had to bring back an iconic black color for the Mustang. Shadow Black makes
its return to give those who like to keep things sinister on their Mustang. Blue Mustangs have
always been quite interesting due to it being a special color for Ford. We have seen all types of
blues from Grabber Blue to Sonic Blue and everything in between. The Mustang would not be

complete without a couple of different options of red. In addition to the Red Hot Metallic, Race
Red makes a comeback for those who are wanting the iconic bright red that the Mustang is
known for. With three different blues to choose from on the Mustang, Velocity Blue is one of the
newest, giving a nice middle ground between Kona and Ford Performance Blue. For some, this
blue takes on some characteristics of Sonic Blue which was used in the early s. One of the more
interesting colors that was introduced on the S platform makes its return on the Mustang.
Magnetic, a darker, deeper gray metallic color really helps to show off the curves of the Mustang
body lines. As with any year Mustang, Ford is going to have a white paint color for those who
like a clean, simplistic color that contrasts with just about any color. Oxford White, a popular
color in Ford's palette, was chosen for the Mustangs in and will most likely be one of the more
popular colors. Making it's debut on the S platform, Kona Blue has won over the hearts of many
Mustang fans and Ford has taken notice. This may have been one of the biggest reasons that
we are going to get to choose Kona Blue on the Mustang lineup. Made popular by the iconic
Bullitt Mustang , Dark Highland Green has always had a cult following when it came to personal
favorite paint codes. It seems that it will be making a return for as well. Show More Show Less.
Share this article! Iconic Silver With the rumors going around that Ingot Silver will not be
making a return, those who loved the color can rejoice over the new Iconic Silver that has been
teased on the GT Rapid Red Metallic You can't have a Mustang without the iconic red color.
Twister Orange When it comes to orange Mustang colors , you usually have a nice cult
following for each different color. Race Red The Mustang would not be complete without a
couple of different options of red. Velocity Blue With three different blues to choose from on the
Mustang, Velocity Blue is one of the newest, giving a nice middle ground between Kona and
Ford Performance Blue. Oxford White As with any year Mustang, Ford is going to have a white
paint color for those who like a clean, simplistic color that contrasts with just about any color.
Dark Highland Green Made popular by the iconic Bullitt Mustang , Dark Highland Green has
always had a cult following when it came to personal favorite paint codes. Mustang Parts For
Sale! Related Articles. Over the years there have been so many different Mustang Colors. Also
please keep in mind that these colors are our opinion and the top 13 in our list are in no
particular order. Beginning our list is the Grabber Blue. This is one of the most iconic Mustang
colors ever made and has sparked much attention from Mustang enthusiasts for many decades
even though some claim the color is too close to powder blue or petty blue. This color
originated by accident due to the Petty brothers Richard and Maurice mixing a dark blue and
white paint together when running out of paint when painting a car. The result was a complete
accident and led to many different year models of Mustang using this iconic color. Next in the
grabber family is the Grabber Green. Being featured on the Mustang models, it brought a much
needed bright hue to contrast with the many darker and duller colors of the Mustangs of its
time. The Grabber Orange color came about in and carried over into This color was also brought
back in for the S model as well. This color lasted until and was replaced with the name "Grabber
Yellow". This color was first used on the Shelby Mustang in , and after that was a standard color
on the Mustangs in Rounding up our Grabber colors, Grabber Lime was only offered for one
year in and it took many decades for this iconic shade to make its appearance in ! While
brought the same name , it definitely brought a new look with it being less flat like it was in and
instead of being more modern with dynamic pigments. It was then brought back in for 3 years
on the New Edge models. There were only Cobra R's ever built and it featured a 5. Highland
Green is arguably by many to be the most iconic green color on the Mustang. This color
featured a very dark shade of green that gave it a classic look that stands the test of time. Thus
began the legacy of the Mustang Bullitt which spanned appearances of this Mustang in both
and ! Originally a Boss color, Comp Orange saw its return in and then again in The bright
orange is a must for any Mustang owner that is looking to make a statement with their car and
was made most famous for the Boss, Mach, and Cobra models. The Mystic and Mystichrome
Cobra from both and are considered by many to be the most unique paint job of any Mustang!
Having only 1, Mystic and 1, Mystichrome Cobras being produced, if you are able to get your
hands on one of these vehicles you could have a legitimate piece of automotive history. This
shade consists of small flakes of aluminum and chrome to separate itself from the Mystic
colors. The Extreme Rainbow paint is very similar to the Mystic style but has a different name
due to it only being available on Saleen models from , , , and Getting its fame from the Mustang
Mach 1 , Azure Blue was only available for these 2 years which makes it a highly sought-after
vehicle. This unique color will continue to be a staple blue color in the Mustang community. The
S Mustang lasted 9 years from and in its final 2 years it wanted to shake things up by
celebrating this generation with the "Gotta Have It Green" color. This tri-coat, highlighter styled
paint was an extra cost option, but many took advantage of it due to having very few options of
green in the S generation. The original "Black" shade lasted a very long time with the Mustang

models starting from and lasting all the way to ! This original shade lasted such a long time
because it stood the test of time by constantly being one of the top colors that customers
purchased year after year! While the present Mustangs did have a black shade of paint, they
were uniquely names by Ford. No matter which generation Mustang you had, black always has
always been at the top of the list in terms of looks and appeal. We at LMR hope your enjoyed
reading some of our favorite Mustang colors! As always keep all of your Mustang needs right
here at LMR! Show More Show Less. Share this article! Grabber Blue , , Beginning our list is the
Grabber Blue. Me
accord ex
accord service manual
honda pilot 2006 headlight
cum Grabber Orange , The Grabber Orange color came about in and carried over into Mustang
and Fords Grabber Lime , Rounding up our Grabber colors, Grabber Lime was only offered for
one year in and it took many decades for this iconic shade to make its appearance in ! Highland
Green , , Highland Green is arguably by many to be the most iconic green color on the Mustang.
Silodrome Competition Orange , , Originally a Boss color, Comp Orange saw its return in and
then again in Saleen Owners and Enthusiasts Club Azure Blue Getting its fame from the
Mustang Mach 1 , Azure Blue was only available for these 2 years which makes it a highly
sought-after vehicle. Gotta Have It Green The S Mustang lasted 9 years from and in its final 2
years it wanted to shake things up by celebrating this generation with the "Gotta Have It Green"
color. SVT Performance Black The original "Black" shade lasted a very long time with the
Mustang models starting from and lasting all the way to ! Mustang Parts By Year.

